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Statistics in Manus Online (11 June 2019):

 175.879 manuscript descriptions

 309.142 titles

 290.704 names (persons, corporate bodies, families and 
places)

 31.686 images





Goals of Manus Online:

 Implementing the Italian catalogue of manuscripts held in Italian
libraries

 managing online all functions related to the cataloguing of manuscripts,
in order to improve knowledge and enhancement

 avoiding fragmented information related to manuscripts as much as
possible, providing a procedure to be used at national level, that
warrants stability and durability, since it is promoted by the Ministry of
cultural heritage and activities itself.



Manus Online architecture

 allows two cataloguing levels, either essential (census description
form) or detailed (detailed description form).

 medieval and modern manuscripts, as well as collections of
letters, can be catalogued by the use of the description form

 Possible enrichment of manuscript descriptions with digital imagines
of relevant elements relating to the manuscript itself



Manus Online architecture

 provides an Authority file that gathers the accepted forms of
names of persons, corporate bodies, families and places stored in
the database

 gives the opportunity to get printed catalogues in Word
format and related indexes



The Virtual Keyboard in the back end



The Virtual Keyboard in the back end



Arabic manuscripts in Manus online:

 National Lincei Academy

 Central Library of the Sicily Region

 Riccardiana Library



Arabic manuscripts in Manus Online: new
implementations

 Recording of Arabic names in Manus Online

 Indication of the language used in manuscripts

 Indication of other kinds of dates besides the Christian Era 

 Indication of the presence of ‘unwān and ğadwal in the field
Decoration

 Indication of the presence of the folding in the field Binding



Arabic manuscripts in Manus Online: new
implementations

All these implementations shall be carried out within the new ICCU 
project for the realization of the 

New Portal of Italian Libraries and Cultural Institutions



Census of manuscripts in Arabic alphabet preserved in 

Italian libraries through Manus Online: 

a possible goal!




